
GroundCloud was built from the ground up to meet the needs of delivery contractors. 

It combines navigation, fleet management, safety, vehicle event data recorders (VEDR), 

scheduling and timekeeping, and vehicle maintenance into one seamless platform. 

GroundCloud is a 
total game changer.
Val Scroggins MVS Inc.

For more information scan the QR code or visit: 
GroundCloud.com/solutions/groundcloud-csp/

Sign up today and find your advantage! No contract required!

GroundCloud automatically calculates the most efficient route for 
drivers. Whether it’s a brand-new driver, or a veteran moving to a 
new area, you can be confident that they will be able to run their 
routes like a pro with turn-by-turn navigation and route 
optimization that gets them to their stops faster.

Route Optimization

GroundCloud’s safety catalog contains hundreds of training modules that provide a multitude of information on 
various safety topics. Trainings are sent automatically to drivers for captive coaching so you can ensure your team 
is compliant. Get your drivers engaged in the fleet's safety from day one!

Safety Training

Integrating GroundCloud with VEDR takes automation a step further, as drivers receive targeted coaching to 
help them become better drivers. This helps you minimize indemnity with required coaching sent directly to 
the drivers’ tablets or personal devices. No more wasting time assigning drivers to events or chasing drivers 
down to complete required coaching!

Integrated VEDR

Plan your routes and notify drivers via their Driver App. Driver hours are logged automatically when they log in 
for the day and generate a report for your timekeeping. Be assured your schedule is seen and your hours are 
accurate!

Scheduling & Timekeeping

Create work orders, maintenance reminders, and keep track of maintenance records right from your account. An 
automated workflow saves time and makes sure nothing slips through the cracks. Automatically generated 
monthly maintenance reports capture all vehicle maintenance across your account with ease.

Vehicle Maintenance
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